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Tarborand 
City of Layers 
 
Built atop the Berantho Plains - a temperate expanse of          
land nestled between the southern slopes of the Void         
Cliffs and the sprawling Hoshir Forest - Tarborand is the          
culmination of Sasaran ingenuity and tradecraft. Few       
cities Enclaved by the Order of Fasann could be         
considered metropolises, but none can argue that       
Tarborand doesn’t deserve the title. 
 
Notable for its multiple concentric layers of walls,        
superior organization and layout, and political and       
economic significance, Tarborand has been the crown       
jewel of the Northern Spine for the last century. And yet           
while the city has flourished under the rule of its Qadim           
- Nassir Bahzemi - the dozens of small villages and          
hamlets that support it have been decimated. 
 
For the last half decade, roving and ravaging bands of          
Carhai Raiders have made this beautiful countryside a        
living nightmare for its population. The desecrated and        
defiled corpses of thousands of villagers lay in smoking         
heaps just a few short kilometers from Tarborand’s        
outer walls, while the city and its ruler does nothing.  
 
Trade has slowed to an excruciating crawl. All but the          
most well protected or best concealed merchant       
caravans are able to survive the incessant pressure of         
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the Carhai, whose great numbers match only their deep         
cruelty. Tarborand has taken a passive and defensive        
stance, augmenting its interior agriculture behind the       
Outer Wall - an impressive wood and liao structure that          
encircles a massive area around the dense city.  
 
Dozens of farms, orchards, and ranches have been        
harvested to the limit in order to feed the swollen          
population of the once extravagantly rich city state.        
Many are increasingly concerned that this bunkered       
siege will end only in mass starvation and death, urging          
the Qadim, his council, and even the Order of Fasann to           
do something to rectify the situation. 
 

The City at Large 
 

 
Tarborand is segmented into several amorphous,      
concentric rings. Each of these rings is defined by a          
stout wall, defining the city’s previous perimeter.       
Tarborand’s streets are arrayed in a grid-like fashion,        
making even the newest traveler unlikely to lose their         
way. The city has consistently been rebuilt and        
remastered, its ruling Qadims and their affluent       
councilors paying exorbitant sums to the finest masons        
and craftsmen within the Spine.  
 
The overwhelming majority of the city is built from         
stone, as in its early history a number of fires made the            
most powerful houses leery of impermanent      
construction. The city’s oldest quarters make use of the         
largest stones, while the farther from its epicenter you         
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wander the more likely you are to encounter darker,         
more speckled brick and mortar, rather than the        
seamless and massive stones used a century ago. This         
provides a great sense of security and infallibility to the          
Tarborandi people, many of whom have never left its         
walls - nor felt any need to.  
 
The architecture is as regimented as its layout, with         
clean geometric lines and structures, unadulterated      
smooth walls, and impressively broad and tall       
structures. Many Tarborandi masons and great      
architects are in rivalry with one another, consistently        
designing grander and more mathematically sound      
edifices. Overall the city is perceived very light in hue,          
and often easily reflects the muted gray and relatively         
temperate Sasaran sky in this region.  
 
Tarborand is rife with markets, covered bazaars,       
amphitheaters, and an abundant variety of      
entertainment districts. One of the few Sasaran       
economies to sustain a healthy and wealthy class of         
artisans, mercenaries, and merchants - which spends       
much of its time indulging in merriment. Due to the          
current state of affairs, such gatherings are more        
needed and less frequent, disposable income used to        
hoard food and supplies as opposed to wine and opera.  
 
While many Sasaran cities build abundant interior       
gardens, parks, and greenspaces for the people who        
rarely leave their walls, Tarborand has grown to such a          
density and level of urban compression that natural        
embellishments are deemed a waste of space, with only         
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the richest and eldest estates capable of producing their         
own fruit trees and vineyards. The Order’s Enclave is         
one of the few green areas in the city, surrounded by           
spindly shade trees and citrus bushes. 
 
Beyond the exterior stone wall lies Tarborand’s       
cloistered farms, thousands of hectares of masterfully       
irrigated, plowed, and tilled fields, dotted with       
impressive windmills, self-contained greenhouses, and     
the omnipresent Sentinel Towers. These gardens and       
fields are protected by a ring of wooden walls,         
constantly harried and razed by Carhai Raiders       
challenging the City Sentinels’ defenses. 
 

The Ruling Class 
 

 
Tarborand is a monarchy, ruled by the Qadim - a local           
term which translates roughly to “wise one.” The Qadim         
serves much like a king, with authoritarian control over         
nearly all matters of law, commerce, and rights.        
Somewhat uniquely to Tarborand, however, is that       
while the Qadim’s bloodline is considered royal, no        
other family holds such a title (and cousins are too far           
removed to be thought of as such). 
 
Rather than take everything upon himself (or herself, as         
has occasionally happened in times past), it is        
traditional for the Qadim to appoint a council. The         
nature, number, and positions of this council have        
fluctuated over the last several generations, however       
beneath Nassir’s reign consists of ten others. 
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Five councilors represent the various districts and rings        
of Tarborand, speaking on behalf of those associated        
within the smaller territory. They are generally elected        
every eight to twelve years, but one may be replaced or           
chosen at the Qadim’s command. One councilor       
represents the Order of Fasann - an esteemed position         
within the Enclave and one often sought after by the          
most ambitious Arbiters.  
 
Two of the most important and influential councilors        
are representatives from the Vrenui Guild, an       
exceedingly powerful coalition of merchants and      
artisans that can transport cargo through even the most         
dangerous lands. They are one of the only sources of          
external trade and resources coming into Tarborand,       
and the only group that is able to leave the city with any             
measure of success. Of late, the Qadim has relied more          
and more on their assistance, while bestowing upon        
them ever-increasing exceptions, exemptions, and     
favors. 
 
One councilor is appointed as a representative from the         
City Sentinels, those who guard its walls, man its         
military, and battle Carhai and criminals alike. And        
finally one councilor is chosen to represent the people         
in their entirety - however for years few if any of the            
lower class could even name their representative (as he         
or she is often handpicked and paid for by the richest           
houses in Tarborand.) 
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It is these ten individuals that meet with the Qadim and           
attempt to sway him to one decision, impulse, or         
another. He is known as a temperamental man, often         
making judgments from his own instincts and alleged        
noble insight. Practically nobody is happy with the        
current state of rulers, not even the crop of councilors          
and leaders. It is their perceived inaction that has         
allowed the Carhai Raiders to gain terrifying strength,        
and rampage the surrounding region with little to no         
challenge.  
 

Significant Factions 
 

 
Tarborand has experienced enough growth, wealth, and       
immigration to burgeon a thousand different factions,       
many of which operate from the shadows and without         
the knowledge of the Order, the Sentinels, or the Qadim.          
However, several organizations, houses, and guilds have       
formed to become significant influencers on the future        
of Tarborand. 
 

Order of Fasann 
The Tarborandi Order Enclave is one of the largest, most          
extravagant, most comprehensive structures under the      
control of the Order of Fasann. In more peaceful times,          
Arbiters from around the Spine would seek out the         
legendary Enclave, if only to explore its vast halls,         
engage with its hundreds of Arbiters and initiates, and         
learn from its dozens of well respected masters.  
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And yet many who have spent any measure of time          
within its fabled corridors feel a resonant, subtle,        
perturbation of the Tenets of Honor in this place. Food          
is abundant, even lavish. The decoration is opulent        
enough to rival many palaces, and the amount of         
physical space, stone, and resources it consumes by        
merely existing is daunting. Trainers are rigorous and        
often violent to the initiates.  
 
Most significantly of all, the Master Arbiter himself - a          
man called Vribaja - is obese, crude, and sycophantic to          
the Qadim and his council. Vribaja lost his leg during an           
expedition in his youth, but has never traveled far from          
his home in Tarborand. Now, he oversees what could be          
the most populous Enclave in the entirety of the Spine,          
and many foreign Arbiters are confused, ashamed, or        
completely appalled at his behavior.  
 
The Arbiters within the city are incredibly active,        
weeding out what they view to be the dishonorable, and          
taking an unusually proactive approach to meting out        
swift and often violent retribution. The amount of these         
so called dissidents being individuals who fall out of the          
Qadim’s favor has begun to generate rumors and        
questions of the Order’s commitment to its Tenets. 
 

Carhai Raiders 
The strength and impact of the Carhai Raiders is the          
primary, driving force behind Tarborand’s state of       
discordance. Literally thousands of bloodthirsty reavers      
move throughout the territory, often in packs of a         
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hundred or more, attacking caravans, towns, and even        
Tarborand itself.  
 
Their main purpose or goal is as of yet unknown, but it            
is believed that the Carhai have numerous spies and         
members hiding within the walls of the city itself,         
waiting to unleash some devastating strike.  
 
The amount of panic and fear within the walled city          
grows every day, as the Carhai slowly begin to morph          
into a legendary, nightmarish, unstoppable force - at        
least in the populace’s mind. 
 
Most Sasaran marauders and bandits tend to operate        
under the pretense of profit - capturing slaves, attacking         
targets that are easily defeated, avoiding large       
confrontations. However, the Carhai are far more direct        
and aggressive, burning villages to the ground, killing all         
that they come across, and going out of their way to           
torture and defile those that they do capture before         
executing them.  
 
The few who manage to survive these raids are forever          
haunted by the unspeakable acts that these moralless        
killers committed. It seems as if their power only grows,          
and their numbers swell as more and more foul folk are           
drawn to the ripe, pulsating pustule that is Tarborand.  
 
Many believe that the Carhai will strike the city in one           
concerted effort, sacking and looting it beyond repair.        
But when, and how, remains to be seen. 
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Vrenui Guild 
The Vrenui are arguably the most powerful       
organization outside of the Order of Fasann. They have         
representatives in dozens of cities in the Spine,        
thousands of members, and amass wealth greater than        
that of many kingdoms and armies.  
 
Like all Vrenui cells, those located in Tarborand play a          
dominant role in the city’s economics. Not only are they          
heavily involved with trade and commerce, but have        
some of the best equipped and well trained combatants         
serving beneath them.  
 
The Vrenui have long sought an alliance with the Order          
of Fasann, and their cooperation and large amount of         
“donations” to the Order seems to support this. And         
while the Vrenui are not known to use violence or other           
unethical tactics to outmaneuver the competition, their       
greatest opponents and adversaries tend to stop doing        
business after the Vrenui have firmly implanted       
themselves into a particular location. 
 
Notably, two of the ten councilors that serve at the          
Qadim’s behest are senior leadership of this local Vrenui         
Chapter. Many whisper that it is indeed these two         
Vrenui moguls who are in charge of Tarborand, and that          
this siege-like position only benefits them. 
 

Local Leagues 
Individually, Tarborand’s leagues, associations, unions,     
and guilds are too weak to impart significant influence         
on the city. However, as a whole they hold enormous          
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sway over politics and the city’s success, as well as          
constantly vie for more power.  
 
Many small neighborhoods or quarters within      
Tarbornad are dominated by a particular craft, and this         
craft or school of thought is often represented by a          
semi-official guild or league. Carpenters, masons,      
merchants, weavers, shepherds, farmers, mercenaries,     
potters, cobblers, on and on.  
 
At certain times in history, and more and more likely as           
times continue to descend into darkness, these leagues        
can be united under common cause or charismatic        
leader. These conglomerates - although short lived -        
wield a respectable influence even on the Qadim, and         
are often viewed as the working class’ only real chance          
at making things better. 
 

City Sentinels 
Tarborand is protected by layers of highly defended        
walls, but the city itself is well guarded against both          
internal and external threats by the Sentinels. They        
serve as a combination between guards, watchmen, and        
military, with multiple barracks and headquarters      
located in key strategic locations throughout Tarborand       
and the surrounding territory. 
 
The Sentinels are both widely reviled and respected -         
they crack heads, but they also protect the city from full           
scale assault of the Carhai. While the Qadim’s forces         
don’t ever make a move away from his fortress, the          
Sentinels are on the front lines and in the city streets           
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every day. While their methods would be considered        
brutal and clumsy by many Arbiters, few can argue         
against their effectiveness in eliminating crime.  
 
During these troubling times, many of the Watch        
Commanders have been accused of favoritism or       
corruption, often ignoring or forgiving blatant acts of        
illegal mayhem for certain factions, while unfairly       
punishing other factions for even the slightest       
infraction.  
 
Several elite units monitor the grounds of the Qadim’s         
fortress, as well as other vital structures and locations         
throughout Tarborand - its granaries, water supplies,       
and walls. Occasionally, a ranging party of Sentinels will         
leave the safety of their towers in order to make small,           
tactical strikes against isolated clusters of Carhai       
Raiders, or to escort inbound refugees - but these are          
becoming few and far between as resources and morale         
dwindle. 
 

House Melira 
Qadim Nassir Bahzemi married all three of Chunala        
Melira’s daughters, each giving him several children. In        
times past, the Bahzemi family was at odds with House          
Melira, often competing for political control in smaller        
outlying regions. When the current seat of the Qadim         
came into question after the death of Nassir’s father at          
the age of only 12, his quick marriage and diplomacy          
with Chunala cemented their relationship and brought       
stability and prosperity to the region. 
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Because of this pact in marriage, and the subsequent         
additional marriages of Chunala’s second and third       
daughters, the relationship between the Qadim and his        
mother-in-law’s family is incredibly strong. House      
Melira itself is well known for exquisite skill in warfare,          
housing one of the largest known collections of        
Forebear technology, and training their warriors in a        
broad spectrum of martial arts. 
 
If the Qadim’s authority is ever to be questioned or          
rivaled, it is likely that the ire of House Melira would be            
swift and complete against any of his opponents. The         
fact that House Melira continues to support the Qadim’s         
decision to not directly attack the Carhai Raiders        
solidifies his support of much of the middle and upper          
class. 
 

Oathkeepers 
A (supposedly) secret sect of defected Arbiters, the        
Oathkeepers have reached near-mythological status in      
every stratum of Tarborand’s society. Disenfranchised      
with the dishonorable corruption of the Tenets of        
Honor, these icons of honor and commitment left the         
Order in order to bring justice back to the city. Or so            
they claim. 
 
Just as many fear them, and believe that they are a           
secret, militant wing of the Order, bent on killing         
politicians and guild leaders and anyone who they deem         
“dishonorable.” In any case, they are infamous, widely        
feared, and excitedly whispered about in shops and        
restaurants and corridors throughout the city. 
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Whispersteps 
A shadowy group that reveres the Forebears and their         
artifacts. Some view them as scholars, some as monks,         
others even as assassins, but all agree that this group          
will stop at nothing to collect and control anything         
related to the Forebears within Tarborand. 
 
While their strength and numbers are unknown, the        
general consensus is that the Whispersteps rival the        
power even of the Vrenui or the Order, hiding in plain           
sight and manipulating the city toward their esoteric        
and unknown goals.  
 
The few who claim to have witnessed this enigmatic         
faction’s personnel speak often of the undercity, the        
crematorium, sewers, and deep cave system below       
Tarborand that stores much of its fresh water. Rumors         
have risen that the caves lead to a Forebear Ruin, and           
that the Whispersteps make use of foul technology, alien         
rituals, and even harness the vile adabhuta to do their          
bidding.  
 
Any mention or question of the Whispersteps is met         
with confusion, disdain, or outright denial by the Order,         
the Vrenui, the Sentinels, and the Qadim himself. 
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The Troubles 
 

 
Tarborand is on the edge of chaos and destruction. Its          
people are confused, afraid, and angry. Its rulers hide         
and quarrel in their fortress. Its wealthy sneer at the          
starving and continue to feast. Even its Arbiters do         
nothing to uphold the Tenets they swore to follow. 
 
Characters arriving from outside of Tarborand should       
witness all of the external threats first - the Carhai          
Raider’s army, the razed villages, the massive and        
dangerous forest that shelters bandits and adabhuta,       
and of course the looming edge of the Void Lands to the            
north. 
 
A party of Arbiters that’s originally or currently serving         
the Tarborand Enclave should be well aware of the         
problems and troubles that the city faces. Because of the          
way this city is constructed, nearly any angle that the          
party pursues is a viable source of Dishonor. 
 

Carhai Raiders 
The most immediate, obvious, and pressing issue is the         
existence and strength of the Carhai Raiders. What do         
they hope to accomplish? Why have they been so         
aggressive and needlessly violent? Who is commanding       
them, and why haven’t they attacked the city yet? 
 
The Carhai are meant to be a force the characters don’t           
feel bad about chasing down and killing in droves, but          
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serve as an enigma and peculiarity about the situation         
at large. Their motivation and command structure is a         
mystery - a mystery that the characters will        
undoubtedly wish to explore and solve. However,       
without large scale assistance from other factions, it is         
all but impossible for a party of even the most elite           
Arbiters to take on hundreds (if not thousands) of well          
trained and equipped raiders and win.  
 
This provides plenty of opportunity for the GM to place          
external pressure and stress upon the city, exacerbating        
all of the other nuisances and sources of dishonor that          
the Arbiters have to contend with.  
 

Corruption 
The surface of most groups, factions, and issues seem         
pretty straightforward in Tarborand. Once the Arbiters       
start digging in - the true corruption should become         
increasingly more obvious, until they feel utterly       
drenched and defiled in it. Everybody in Tarborand is         
(or at least can be, as fits your group’s narrative)          
corrupted. 
 
The Arbiters, the ruling class, the Sentinels, even your         
average citizen. The point is that this entire place has          
been forced into a situation where you have to be          
wicked and vile to survive, and that the worst of people           
is being forced up to the surface.  
 
Characters can heal and solve most of the other         
problems and troubles in Tarborand by going through        
and fixing the rampant corruption in every level.  
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Increasing Chaos and Impending Doom 
The lack of resources, being under a form of siege, and           
the widespread fear and dissatisfaction has made       
Tarborand a tinder box. All it takes is one momentous          
event - the outbreak of a disease, a gang war in the            
streets, the unfair execution of a well liked commoner -          
in order to ignite it and set the city ablaze. 
 
There should be a constant, droning, threat of        
impending doom. When will the Carhai attack? When        
will we run out of food? When will the Qadim break           
down and flee, leaving us all to die? When will the           
people rise up in anarchy? As the situation grows more          
desperate, people will begin to act more dishonorably.        
This creates a downward spiral into bedlam, and should         
be something that the characters try to curtail as much          
as possible (or use to their advantage). 
 

Starvation 
The lack of food and other consumable resources is         
more of a symptom than a source of problem in and of            
itself, however the characters can actively work toward        
improving this particular dilemma. Applying their      
knowledge or charisma to improve sharing, decrease       
waste, or even increase overall efficiency, the city’s food         
stores can be restored to a more stable level.  
 
A large part of what forces the lower class Tarborandi to           
starve is the large amount of stockpiled food and lavish          
feasts that the rich and cruel continue to partake in. If           
not stopped, it can lead to disaster - even cannibalism. 
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Inactive Leadership   
The Carhai Raiders aren’t invincible, their force isn’t        
even overwhelmingly strong compared to the combined       
units of the Qadim, the Sentinels, the Arbiters, and all of           
the other mercenary combatants (such as those       
belonging to the Vrenui). And yet, the council and the          
city’s ruler doesn’t take active strides toward fixing        
these problems, and the actions that they do take seem          
to be fruitless and ineffectual.  
 
Investigating what the true motives are behind the        
Qadim, his supporters and relatives, and the other        
powerful factions within the city can help reveal the         
truth about the causes of this siege. The GM can make it            
clear that the Carhai’s free reign over the countryside         
may not be strictly due to their combat prowess, or          
opportunism - but is an engineered and intentional        
alliance with someone in control of the city itself. 
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